
MOBILE COMPUTER REPAIR BUSINESS PLAN

This sample business plan will guide you with regards to successfully starting your own computer repair business.

Much of our diagnostic equipment is portable, and we will remove a PC to our workshop only when the
problem requires more detailed diagnosis or repair. Both the software and hardware side of the computer
industry continue to turn out new and revised computer components at alarming rates. Our customers will
always receive one-on-one personal attention at a very affordable price. They do not offer any kind of pick-up
and drop-off service, and do not offer on-site help. To meet the growing demand for this service, we will
purchase a company vehicle in the third month. However, they have a high staff turnover, a young and
inexperienced staff, and are more interested in selling new components than in maintaining existing machines
or finding custom solutions. ComputingNet magazine recently reported on the substantial need for timely and
cost-effective computer upgrades and repairs in this region; Jack Hacker has seen this market need in Page 7
PC Repair person, as frustrated clients waited for days or weeks for their critical components to be returned to
full capacity, with no inexpensive alternative to the existing computer repair shops. However, they have an
inefficient ordering system and an unkempt shop, which deters potential customers and can turn existing
customers to the competition. However, they have an inefficient ordering system and an unkempt shop, which
deters potential customers and can turn existing customers to the competition. As a writer who has published
and sold a book before, Mr. We have a team of certified and highly trained and experience computer repair
engineers and technicians, a team with excellent qualifications and experience in various niche areas in the
computer repair service industry. Write a business plan and marketing plan , outlining all the details of your
business and how you'll attract customers. Relationships: developing loyal repeat customers--retainers. PC
Repair will offer an affordable, on-demand service for these customers. Decline in the cost of computers. In
the third month of our plan, we will move into a leased office space and hire a second technician. As PC
Repair and the client demands grow, we will offer software development to our business clients.
Responsiveness: being an on-call computer paramedic with fast response time. As more and more companies
switch their support services to automated call centers or touch-tone menus, the simple reassurance of hearing
another human voice on the phone within a few rings is immeasurable. We will build the necessary
infrastructure to quickly and efficiently respond to customers' computer needs, guaranteeing speedy, friendly,
competent, and cost-effective technical support. There are two main competitors for the computer upgrade and
repair business in this area: Page 8 PC Repair 1. Research and build solid relationships with software and
hardware vendors for affordable resources needed in providing your service. We will continue periodic
advertisements, including several promotions discounts, free diagnosis, etc. Large stores, especially the service
departments of national chains, have a great advantage simply in their affiliation with an established brand.
Our customers will receive the highest quality of customer service available.


